PALAIS DE MAHE

Brown Critique, & Gayatri Majumdar
are pleased to present

THE TIGER POET
Amit Dahiyabadshah

In a formal reading and book discussion of a fine collection of poetry nominated, short listed and a finalist for the New Mexico and Arizona Book Prizes.

at

Palais de Mahe
Rue De Bussy, Pondicherry

Sat, the 20th of May 2023
5.30pm

Please stay for high tea and an interaction with the author and a book signing.

RSVP: 8287551230, 9790534782
PROGRAMME

5:30pm  
Welcome  
Dinu Ramakrishnan  
GM, Palais de Mahe

5:35pm  
Introduction  
Gayathri Majumdar

5:40pm  
Poetry Reading  
Amit Dahiyabadshah

6:30pm  
Discussion

6:45pm  
High Tea

7:30 pm  
Book Signing
“Poetry is the resonance between a throat trembling with a secret or sacred truth and an ear aching with thirst for that truth.”

~ Amit Dahiyabadshah

Poet Laureate

Founder Delhi Poetree
Hosted one Poetry Reading a day for 10 years across the Delhi NCR.

Author
21 collections of Poetry.

Promoted / Published
513 Poets, most for the first time.

Mentored
Over 10,000 people to write their first poem.